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Here I would like to think that you have done alot of your own research 
into all things that have meaning to you across each workshop cluster 
content & other conversations that have taken place. I hope that many of 
the books & authors I have shared with you have inspired you to learn and 
look more deeply into the spiritual aspects of your trichotomy. I welcome 
your questions at our Q&A sessions, as they will bring us all to an epic 
close!  

By now you would have had access to our extended resources classroom & 
workbooks. Please bring all your unanswered questions concerning that  
material, both DIY Detective or Discovery Hearing content & results you 
would like to discuss, including RLS. 

Satanic Ritual Abuse is a real issue across our society. Now you have what 
we call Spiritual-armor that will assist with breaking bondages, patterns & 
cycles & levels of spiritual arfare for past, present & the next generation. 
Fom here your results will be worthy of conversation, now & into the 
future. 

With each cluster in this workshop I have personally encountered many 
times. I am not shy about the road I have experienced & I am honoured to 
say Jesus walks with me & I walk with him. He leads me by still waters as
I lay down in green pastures {in the moments “when I let “go” & let God 
in! Allowing myself to rest}. It is his military might that saved me and I 
am eternaly greatful. For no one called me into HIS church but HIM!

Now! If you have pre read all the FAQ before attending any of our 
workshop, then my statments might make you feel uneasy! & I get it. 
Because this was exactly me in the begining. Today it is 20th Aug 2023, 
after church today I did take one of those very long and overdue sunday 
afternoon naps! It was when I woke that I realised why I am not so good at
resting. 



This was a pettern from my childhood, a family story that after I took the 
nap today, or allowed myself to rest today! that I identifed a trauma that 
stoped me from resting! RLS#214. Now this had been with me since a 
child, today I am 62-year of age! Now thats a long time not to rest! My 
body was held-up in a historical event, that also created dysfunction inside 
my own family unit as a mother & as now an ex-wfie. More to share inside
our event is all I will say at this time. {Dream RLS#219, I will share}.

On this same sunday I had another revelation as I drove into the city for 
Church. As I drove I was thinking about Covid & the segregration process 
& trauma through that process. This took me into a word of knowledge 
from Holy Spirit. 
Here is what I heard -

 You have been released from the “National Archieves” RLS#216 
 I thought what!! does that mean Holy Spirit.
 Then I said what does that look like Holy Spirit? 

The answer was more of a understanding about historical events in my life, 
across the 3-Chiar’s 

Athiest – Agnostic | Historical trauma from parents actions attached to  
addiction. RLS#214

New Age / Modenisum / Power of Thought | This is about Master Guides 
SRA, Trauma of Soul Parts & ownership trades in the spirit-world. 
RLS#215

Faith Relationship – Answers to your question through my revelation will 
be discussed in workshop 6.  
Reference to : Prophectic Utterence RLS#216 & RLS#217. This prophetic 
utterence will never be published, in part here in Trading Room 6 I feel you
will be ready for another level of knowledge about trichotomy inner-healing 
& deliverence, that the conversations I will hold regarding 3-chairs I have 
quoted above. This content will position your spirit-man for Trading Room 
7 Q&A. 



It is in Trading Room 6 that we direct you to our online resoucres that will 
be actioned in Trading Room #7. This material is your homework or 
Workshop 7 prep. Undertsand there are 3-sessions inside Trading Room 7. 
Registration for Trading Room 7 is made in person at event 6. All Q&A 
can be made at our Check-in desk at any workshop. You will not find any 
details about our last event, you physicaly need to work through all 6-events
to arrive at a place of discernment to walk into Trading Room 7. 

I close with this & hope that my words intrigue you rather than repulse or 
frighten you! For governence impacts all that live & it’s within the realms 
& dimenstions that the human trichotomy can become a victum through 
ignorance of that governence, as I have encountered both personaly & 
professionaly. I would be blessed to call any of you my brother or sister in 
Christ & with a Amen to the work you have done!

For it is not I that Lives!
But HE that Lives in me!

RLS #1,RLS#2, RLS#4,RLS#5, & RLS#76 were key case files that 
impacted my expieirences. They & many other clients at that time brought 
me to find out who this Jesus dude was! 
When I first came to Faith with Jesus back in 2018, I could not get my 
head around the conversations of calling others my brothers & sisters! Yet 
through the revelation of my comfort zone it did not take long for me to 
understand why I was blocking & what the relationship brought once I had 
a shift in my spirit. This was within many different discipleship moments 
over a few months building out within my first year as a Christian.

Understand you are here on earth for a reason, and knowing what that 
purpose is changes everything. 

Welcome to Workshop Trading Room 6
Founder Karyn Cooksley



Glossary | Trading Rooms #6 | Life’s Governence
    
Agreements | Here you may think this is only about jobs & careers. What
you will find is that this is also about simple booking appointment & no 
shows to appaointment. Rememebr the Hells Court & remember the Akashic
Recoreds that is what is at play here. RLS#213, Books of Rememberence 
held in Vatican Vault, covered in dust with an hour glass rotating patterns 
cycles. 
This example is about false governance, this case took 2-years to expose the
truth. In 2022 one religon started to call its money and all assests back into 
its vaults. This timeline around these lost books or loss of acess to their 
books is teithered into the system that has called back its investments. For 
this person the vision was anchored into her physical life acting as a 
brickwall blocking lifestyle & career. You could even she her life was a 
living sacrifice.  

Councils & Board Rooms | This will take on a compeletly different 
level of understanding. While this looks like governmental & business, there
is more behind the scenes than I will say here. Think like this, when 
someone in government that you voted for does the unthinkable, and it 
cost’s lives, they are accountable in the spirit world for all those live’s in 
eternity. For both good & evil. I let your thought reasurch my expression. 

Think about medical but now go deeper & think about the science and 
pharmaceutical, now think about their boardroom members. Now think about
school board’s & local council meetings. 

Understanding this in detail will give you a wonderful understanding of how
to change miss-managment, of the wrong doings. {know that there is a 
“but” that you need to also learn about}

Mountains in the Spirit World | Tell that mountain to move and it 
will! This is a watchful moment when you see things that have over 



shadowed you or your bloodline in the past. When I first learnt about these 
inside the church it did not make sense until I experenced something 
magnificent in an encounter that moved a specific satanic mountain. These 
mountains also pertain to industry leaders that do bad things through 
manopoly & governence.  

Over-reaching in Governance | I would call this double or tripple 
dipping. We have those that do and those that would never do this. Its a 
time for this to be addressed! {Done in humility only}understand this topic 
does not always come up at our events, when it does you will be tought on 
this topic. 

GLSA | Global Luciferian Satanic Abuse, found in governance, 
boardrooms & other closed door corporations. Sitting ontop of their false 
Mountains of Manipulation. Know that it is our intent to build Supernatural 
Bodyguard {session2 Workshop 7} in all that want to understand & take a 
stand. Know that every human being has the capacity to remove from earth 
these systems of abuse, controle & other de-pop agendas. 
Unity with understanding, is the key for the mass exodus out of their evil 
power that they “DO” & have “sourcsed” through worshiping god’s for false
power & money to influence their sold out agendas through satanic 
ideology. [Scientology in the spirit comes to mind as one very dangerous 
religion} 

Relationship Power & Autority | It is by undertsanding your authority
& power that makes spiritual-warfare not a gift but a tool. For your unique 
trichotomy gifts may be in food production, business logistics, governence, 
educations, medical, science, corporation, middle managment, sports or the 
arts. No matter your mission & strength in lifes calling/mission, its when 
you partner with heavens Angelic Host in a way that the 1st & 2nd Chair 
cant! That’s when you connect the missing dots to the puzzle called life. 
It’s then you walk in unity for ALL of humanity, to come agaisnt those that
are culling-humanity. 



By experience GLSA false power & authority is no match for what our 
events introduces you to, why? Simpy becuase they deny Christ Jesus as 
the King of Kings & Lord of Lords. {remeber its oligarts & billionairs of 
ancient ways that still walk the realms today & they are very much 
influencing todays results]. Earth is Jesus’s Kingdom, the God head gave 
man Free Will and it’s your free will that will take you to the intersection 
of two pathways. {Rememebr my conversation of th tarot number 2’s} 

Here in our workshop we dont have the intent to only demonstrate Jesus we
make room for him to deliver you perosnaly from any earthly bondage 
known or unknown, seen or unseen, understood or not!. Why! becuase it’s 
his gifts that are not for sale, it’s his eternity that can’t be brought! It is all 
about free will & choice through relationship. Jesus is the door, you enter 
through his bloodstained door {the cross} knowingly and life changes.

For those that rule the governence cant buy there way into eternity, many  
have already made a firm choice. They have stolen our identity along the 
way, now its your turn to claim back and walk in victory. For no man can 
buy his auhority & power for it is not for sale, it is only through 
“relationship”, that relationship will help build your faith, you will start at 
30% then progress to 60% & up to 100% faith. 

For us we ignite you into that relationship, a relationship that you will feel! 
This will be a feelings of peace, it may take a bit to understand, but you 
will recieve a knowing inside of your spirit-man that breaks open hope with
brand new profound possibilities! Gifting you certinty, that will not let 
uncertinty consume you ever again.   

Consulting Spirits | Consulting angels that are incharge of the wrong  
“BEADS”. This does not always come up at our events, when it does you will 
be tought on this topic of false beads, with Q&A being a strong part of the 
discussion. Trading Room 7 inside session 3 we share insights into the real 
angels verses the wrong angels. RLS#211.



A Touchy Subject | AI is one topic we speak about from the unseen 
perspective, based on encountering rather than designing or functionality. 
Purpose of man & machine has become allusive, yet it’s in our face right 
now, slightly veiled to create interegue! 
One thing I like to say is that I was not born a coffee machines nor was I 
born a duck or a male. Here I no more want to create agression through my
statements, than to desire to fly or walk on the moon. Why? It’s becuase I 
can enter into the realms any time! 

Instead I would like you to think about like this. If you can’t handle my 
content inside our worshops or anything across any of the 6-FAQ then for 
certin you wont want to be changing the origin of the nature you where 
originaly made in. Becuase if you can’t handle what I share then eternity is 
a long time to be fighting your earthly desissions. {ie; those that sell you 
ideas have you considered their purpose or their handlers purpose by getting
you to ‘BUYE” in & follow them?}  

Why? Becuase if you have not encountered realms & dimenstions inside 
the spirit-world of past evil governence from this world, then for certin you 
wont handle the un-known of being part machine, when you give away your
human autonomy, by being pluged or chipped into AI! & then be known as 
“hybrid” – have you wondered why so many things are branded as hybrid? 
Again by RLS I have meet 1-hybrid-non-human’s that looked completly 
human but in the spirit-nope! This and other encounters are radical to say 
the least! RLS#179 inside Trading Room 4.

I can not stress this enough! giving away or up on your authenticity as a 
human being is unretrievable. And when you THINK about eternity, it’s a 
long, long time for regreats! The dog-eat-gods, spirit-cosoms-world is no 
playground for inexperienced people. When I speak about cloning stations I 
am completly serious! This AI techno sales pitch saying you can be your 
own god! is decietful to the core. 



Like I said before, To undertsand this more, tryng to be your own ‘god”, 
then think again, for millions of years do you think Kronos who ate his own
children is ready and waiting to place you on your own throne, next to him 
& share his kingdom?

Or better are you ready to contend with his ancient authority that he welds?
Are you ready in your AI suit to contend with the ancient beings from the 
canaibal erra of nations, that walk the cosmos? Somehow I dont think they 
know how to share their territory either?

Abstract as my points are, know that humans are one-micro-chip away from
selling off their free will to the spirit-world system, just so you can swipe 
your hand over as a “wand” and MAGICALLY your goods & services are 
paid for. Refrence {“Am I only human” podcast}.   

Trading Room 7 Homework & Event Prep | 
Event 7 is our closing event, information about this event is provided inside
any of our workshops. Please ask at our event Check-in Desk regarding 
registration, content, event prep / homework & entry T’s & C’s. Please note
this last event is Free for anyone who has attended previous 6-Trading 
Rooms within our current seasons workshop schedule.

r.e.d.x. 
Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose. 


